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ABSTRACT
!
Problems related to the.design and control o2 an autonomous rover
i for the purpose of unmanned exploration of the planets have been con-sidered. Building on the basis of pKior studies, a four wheeled rover
of unusual mobility and maneuverability has been further refined and
tested under both laboratory an_ field conditions. A second major
I effort has been made to develop _utonomous guidance. Path selection
m systems capable of dealing with relatively formidable hazard and terrains
involving various short range (1.0-3.0 meters), hazard detection systems
I using a triangulation detection concept have been simulated and evaluated.The mechan cal/electronic systems required to implement such a scheme have
been constructed and tested. These systems include: laser transmitter,
• l photodetectors, the necessary data handling/controlling systems and a
! scanning mast. In addition, a telemetry system to interface the vehicle,
the off-board computer and a remote control module for operator inter-
vention have been developed. Software for the autonomous control concept
I has been written. All of the systems required for complete autonomous
control have been shown to be satisfactory except for that portion of the
software relating to the handling of interrupt commands.
I Further progress has been made in the area of wheel design and test-
ing for fatigue and dynamic load failure. Alternative payload protection
i concepts have been studied and a proximity sensor concept has beenexamined in depth. Efforts have also continued in the area of advanced
terrain sensing and obstacle detection concepts.
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l INTRODUCT ION
Current national goals in space exploration include a detailed exploration of
l the planet Mars. In. the past, these investigations have employed remote sensing
systems carried by fly-by vehicles and more recently orbiting devices. As of this
writing, the Viking spacecraft are orbiting Mars with the objective of selecting a
I suitable landing site. On completion of the Viking missions, basic knowledge ofbiological, chemical and meteorological character stics f the Mars surface will
have been gained. Despite the monumental achievement which a successful Viking
mission will represent, the limited _one'of exploration as constrained by the tenfoot sampling boom will not fulfill the long term scientific objectives. Ulti-
mately, a rather more complete exploration o_Mars and other suitable planets and
extraterrestrial solar system bodies will be desired.
The major impediment to an unmanned mission of exploration is the long round-
trip cc_nunicat[on delay. For Mars, this delay varies from a minimum of about nine
minutes to a maximum of approximately 45 minutes depending on the distance betweenMars and Earth. For ther missions, the delays ar eve longer. Thus, for a
mission of any consequence in range and a reasonable duration in time, i.e.,
several hundred kilometers or more, it is not feasible to rely strictly on earthcontrol to direct a vehicle or equivalent relocatable device from the original
landing site to the desired sampling points. It follows that a roving vehicle
possessing a high degree of automatism is essential to such missions.
In looking forward towards significant and detailed unmanned planetary explora-
tion, it would appear that developmental activities should be aimed at two basic
problems in order to permit either an augmented Viking mission or a sample return
_, mission.
First, the vehicle should be characterized by a high level of mobility in orderthat reasonable paths be available to reach the desired targets. A vehicle of
limited ability to deal with boulders, craters, crevasses, slope and other terrain
irregularities may require an inordinate length of time and distance to reach the
desired goal. Indeed in some circumstances, such a vehicle not be able to reach
may
the target. As the vehicle's mobility is increased, it x __i be able to deal with
more difficult terrains. More paths will be available and the opportunity for se-
lectlng optimal paths will be increased.
Second, such a roving vehicle should be provided with a guidance and control
] system of comparable quality to its mobility. The decision as to which path shouldbe followed must be made by a path selection system which is comprised of terrain
sensor(s), a terrain modeler and a path selection algorithm. A low level path
selection system will have to be biased conservatively to minimize the risk of an
unperceived hazard. Thus, and perhaps all acceptable paths be excluded
many may
immobilizing the vehicle. The effect of a low level system is in fact to reduce
the vehicle's mobility. As a minimum the path taken towards the desired goal will
'] be lengthier and more time-consumlng and the range of exploration will be reduced.
On the other hand, a higher level, more sensitive and perceptive system will be
able to detect a larger fraction of passable paths and select those most compatible
I with the mission and the vehicle.
This research program has been addressing these _wo major problems and other
closely related issues with the goal of providing basic knowledge of long-term value
I to developing concrete alternatives applicable to future planetary ex-
NASA and
ploratlon missions.
I
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I II. OVERVIEW OF THE PROJECT
During the past year the major emphasi_ has been directed to achieving, demon-
i strafing and evaluatlng autonomous rgvlng capability for the Rensselaervehicleconcepts. Figure I, which was prepared in Irebruary of 1975, describes schematically
the many sub-tasks and the tlme-frames required to achieve the goal of minimum auto-
I nomous control. Also shown in Figure I are several tasks related to higher levelaut nomous ving.
i The major emphasis was directed-_,owards the achievement of a mlnlmumbuttotal level of autonomous guidance and control towards a prescribed destination.
Tasks included in this effort were those related to the vehicle, including com-
munications, motion control, telemetry, computer software, wheel analysis, payload
I protection, and field testing, short range (l-3m) hazard detection, and path selec-tion system development, simulation and evaluation based on the short range hazard
detection concept. A lesser emphasis due to resource limitations was directed
I towards higher level path selection systems and specifically towards terrain model-ing and obstacle d tection in the 3-30 m ter range. The latter effort was augmented
in both scale and in scope by adding the 3-30 meter range path selection systems
i simulation task when an additional NASA Grant, NGL 7184, was approved.
All of the goals set on Figure I with the exception of the demonstration of
complete closed loop autonomous control were achieved. Failure to achieve the final
I goal was due to incomplete software particularly with respect to the handling
systems interrupts. Electro-mechanical systems including transmitters, receivers,
data links, laser/photodetector scanners, on-board data handliag/controlllng,
I telemetry-computer interface, navigation and vehicle sensor data software and thepath selection algorithm were comple ed and fully test d. The vehicle was up-
graded mechanically and tested thoroughly both in laboratory and field situations.
i The hazard detection system was demonstrated to achieve the desired goals and appro-priate signals were shown to be received at the offboard computer.
During the JuDe-August period, work is continuing at a high level on the in-
| vestigation of alternative path selection systems using higher level terrain detect-
i ion schemes based on the laser/photodetector triangulation concept. It is intended
to reactivate the hardware/software tasks this September with the goal of debugging
I the software and testing thoroughly the single laser/single detector concept inboth laboratory and field situations. The next step would be to implement a higher
level system which would probably involve elevation as well as azimuthal scanning
I of the laser and multiple photodetectors in order to gather sufficient data formore efficient path selection decision making.
I III. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
TASK A. Vehicle Confisuratlon I Control, Dynamlcs_ Systems and Propulsion
I This broad taskwas subdivided into a set of subtasks: mechanical/electronic
improvement of the basic vehicle, design and construction of a scanning mast for
I terrain sensing, vehicle control systems, telemetry links including the computerinterface between the vehicle and the off-board computer, computer software, labora-
tory and field testing, wheel analysis and payload protection systems.
I A. 1 Mechanical/Electronlc Improvements
I The basic vehicle design required little in L --way of improvement of the
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mechanical/electronic the version. The frontexisting components
over previous
and assembly was reinforced and rear motor drive ratios were modified to provide
increased torque at the wheels. A navigation gyro was added to the existing
I vehicle sensor system. The existing double-hoop toroldal wheels were stiffenedto overcome the tendency for failure" observed in extensive real terrain testing.
A wheel tester to evaluate reslstance to fatigue and/or dynamic load failure was
designed and constructed.
A.2 Terrain Sensor Scannin_ Mast _ . -
|' -On the basis of path selection system simulatiot.s, design requirements for
a scannlng mast on which to m¢,unt the terrain sensors were specified. A scanning
I mast meeting the requirements was designed, constructed, tested and installed on
I the vehicle. Field testing showed that the scanning mast met all operational
requirements.
A.3 Vehicle Control Systems
A new four wheel speed control responding both to the vehicle speed command
and the developed. An improved steering control
to steering requirements was
system was implemented using position feedback and pulse width modulation to drive
the steering motor to one of fifteen preset steering angles. A system to monitor
the directional gyro to allow it to track Vehicle direction and transmit this datato the computer for navigation purposes was constructed. Control circuitry to {
maintain the scannlng mast center parallel to the steering direction was also !
implemented.I
A.4 Telemetry and Computer Interface
I 'A telemetry system interfacing the vehicle, the computer and a manual station
(Remote Control Module) was designed, constructed and tested. The system provides
for high rate data transmission of hazard detection and vehicle data to the com-puter and for lower data rate transmission from either the computer or the Remote
Control Module with the latter having override capabilltxes. The interface between
the computer-related telemetry receiver/transmltter and the Varian/6201 IDIIOM
Interactive Graphics Computer System was designed, constructed and tested.
A.5 Computer Software
Software was developed for the Varlan/6201 IDIIOM Interactive Graphics Computer
. System for the control and guidance of the Rensselaer autonomous rover. Included in
the software development were programs: to display graphically all pertinent vehicle
strut, attitudinal and directional parameters as sensed by detectors; to display
pertinent data such as speed, steering angle, etc.; to make necessary navigation
" computations as required by the path selection algorithm; to process hazard detect-
ion system signals to required form; to execute the path selection algorithm; and
to issue steering and speed commands to the vehicle. All software developed proved
to be effective except for those portions dealing with interrupts.
A.6 Laborator 7 and Field Testin_
The vehicle's ability to deal with a variety of terrain features wa_ tested
in both laboratory and real terrain situations. The laboratory testing which
1976021169-009
involved an obstacle "course" permitted quantitative conclusions. Although real
terrain testing could not be reduced to quantitative parameters, the vehicle's
real terrain performance far exceeded laboratory predictions. A considerable
I footage documenting the real performance was
film vehicle' s terrain taken and is
now in process of being edited.
I A.7 Wheel Analysis _ -
A detailed review of the llterat_re-w_th respect to locomotion theory and
measurement was completed and has pro_Ide_ a qualitative basis for improving the
wheel design. Experimental measurements of force/deflectlon characteristics of
single hoops In combination wlth the full range of stiffening spokes and with
I various angular force/hoop geometrlcs and of full wheels with and without grouserswe e made. On the basis of these data, am emplr cal design procedure relating the
desired wheel footprint to the hoop parameters was obtained.
A.8 Payload Protection Systen_.
The problem of protecting the vehicle payload from terrain features whichwould b undet cted by the path s lect on system was considered and several
alternative systems were identified. The most promising of these involves light
emitting dlode/photodetector devices. In depth experimental studies were under-
taken to determine the effect of the surface characteristics and orientation
relative to the detector on the received signal. These data can now be used to
design, construct and evaluate an optically-based payload protection system.
I
TASK B. Trlangulatlon-Based Terrain Sensing
B.I Laser Transmitter/Recelver
The laser transmitter required to implement a short range (l.0-3.0m) tri_ngula-tlon-based hazard detection was designed, constructed and tested. A laser detector
and associated optics has also been constructed. The transmitter and detector
systems have been mounted on the scanning mast and have been tested in concert with
] the data handler/controller system (Task B.2) and the telemetry system. The overallsystem has been demonstrated as meeting the specified requirements with appropriate
detection signals being received at the computer site.
] B.2 Data. Handler/Controller
A data handler/controller intended to direct the operation of the terrainsensing system and to process data prior to transmission has been designed, con-
structed and tested. It meets the requirements of the basic one laser/one detector
terrain sensing system but it can satisfy a three laser/flve detector system.
i TASK C. Path Selection S_stem Simulatlon and Evaluation
: Path selection systems employing a short range (l.O-3.Om) terrain sensing
+_ devices based on a triangulation concept have been conceived and evaluated by simula-
T tlou. One and two laser/one detector system are shown to be effective for path
+! 1 selection in situations where basic terrain gradients are _ess than ° and where
! positive or negative hazards are defined as exceeding _ 12 inches. _ three laser/
i_ T three detector system has been shown capable of dealing effectively with more
1976021169010
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I severe terrain gradients.
I TASK D. Advanced Terrain Sensing-Hazard Detection ConceRts
The Rapid Estimation Scheme used in conjunction with a Kalman filter for the
detection of discrete obstacles hhs been simulated on the Varian/620i IDIIOM
I Graphics Computer System. Th_s program provides the basis for more
Interactive
effective investigation and evaluation of this edge enhancement technique in its
application to path selection system% for planetary exploration.
IV. DETAILED SUMMARIES OF PROGRESS
_ TASK A. Vehlcle Configuration I Control I Dynamicsm Systems and Propulsion
- The objectives of this task are two-fold: (a) to design, construct and
evaluate a data and sample gathering rover to augment a second generation Viking
"° lander or to support a sample return mlsslon for an extensive Mars exploration,
and _) to provide a test bed for the rigorous evaluation of alternative hazard
detection and path selection systems for an autonomous rover.
A.1 Mechanical/Electronlc Improvements - P. Marino
" Faculty Advisor: Prof. G. N. Sandor
Laboratory and field testing indicated that the front end assembly was marginal
-- in mechanical strength. This is due to the vehicle's current weight of 260# as
compared to 180# in 1973 when the basic structural frame was designed. The assembly
was reinforced to meet the higher stress requirements.
Laboratory and field testing also disclosed that the rear motors were not
providing sufficient torque, partly because of increased vehicle weight. As a
result the mobility capabilities of the vehicle concept were not being optimized.
" The rear motor drive ratios had been initially set to obtain relatively high
._ vehicle speeds. In view of the current short range hazard detection concept being
implemented, such speeds are inappropriate. Accordingly the rear motor drive
-_ ratios were changed to increase the delivered torque and achieve desired vehicle
speeds.
._ A navigation gyro was added to the existing vehicle sensor system to provide
the directional heading data required by the path selection system for autonomous
-- roving. Data processing and control of the gyro is described under Task A.3.
-- The earlier extensive field testing also revealed that the existing d_ublc
._ hoop toroldal wheels were prone to failure under the severe dynamic evadin_ en-
countered. The wheels were stiffened both radially and laterally by the addition
- of stiffening spokes _nd by increasing the stiffness o_ the hoop spring steel.
Although these actions reduced the footprint area somewhat, the wheels were found
to tolerate very severe dynamic loaas during fete:it field testing. The current
design is not believed to be optimal and f_tture decisions will be guided by opera-
_ tlng experience and the results of the studies reported under Task A.7.
Partly as a result of these wheel f_Iture problems, a wheel fatigue tester
I was built during spring semester, 1976, ¢_e Figure _.) This machine consists ofa large (1.bm) diameter wheel loaded agai_s_ and driven by a test vehicle wheel.
A variable speed A.C. motor supplies the driving force. This simulates a wheel
I
e
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I running on the vehicle for extended periods time, not
of which would be feasible with-
out this machine. Features include variable speed, variable load angle, and variable
load, In addition, rough terrain can be simulated by attaching "obstacles" to the
I arge simulator wheel.. Construction has just been completed, and comprehensive
wheel testing is scheduled for Fall 1976.
I The recent extensive field testing, Task A.6 has revealed that the torsion barsystem is marginal a d must be s rengthened, again the resu t of increased vehicle
weight. In addition, it is suspected that-other components and systems such as the
front motor drives may be marginal. This situation is also partly due to the factthat the vehicle's demonstrated ability to-deal with terrain features far exceeds
original design goals. Th,ts much larger dynamic _ads are being experienced. Future
work will have to be directed to a careful examination and analysis of vehicle com-
ponents to determine what changes would be appropriate to take full advantage of
vehicle's mobility potential.
-i
A.2 Terrain Sensor Scanning Hast - P. Marino
_ Faculty Advisor: Prof. G. N. Sandor
On the basis of the path selection systems simulation studies, Task C., a
mlnimtln system involving a single laser/slngle detector using tr_*ngulatlon was de-
veloped. The scanning mast specifications were defined to meet _-ch selection re-
"] quirementJ. These were:
. I. 160° scan at a minimum of 2 cyles/sec.
2. center of scan must be movable at 2 RPM.
"_ 3. mast must be capable of handling several lasers
and detectors whose total moment of inertia is
the equivalent of 4.0 _g mass at a radius of 5.0 cm.
. 4. the angular position of the mast relative to center
of scan must be available as an electrical signal.
"' 5. the angle of the center of _he scan relative to the
vehicle structure must be available as an electrical
signal.
-- 6. the entire assembly should be light in weight, consume
little _ower and produce little vibration in vehicle
"' structure.
A scannlng mast meeting these requirements was designed, constructed and in-
stalled on the vehicle. The system involves two motors, one of which drives a crank
to generate the oscillating motion while the other positions the center of the scan
" according to the steering angle using a feedback loop. Thus the scanned terrain is
._ always consistent with the direction of motion of the front wheel assembly. Details
of the mast are provided in Figure 3. The laser assembly is located inside the
- tube which is rotated to obtain the desired azimuthal scanning. The mirror at the
top of the mast can be adjusted to provide the desired elevation angle for the
"" laser beams. The detector is fixed in position by a clamp and its elevation anglc
is adjustable. This arrangement will allow evaluation of alternative geometrical
arrangements. Should it be desired to increase the height of _he laser, it is
-° necessary only to replace the aluminum tube with one of an appropriate length.
" Two potentiometers provide the required position data to control the position ,
._ of the center of scan relative to the steering angle and the firing of the laser at
the desired azimuthal angles. _'hescanning speed can be controlled to a maximum of
1976021169-013
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I five complete scans (i.e. 160° sweep and r_turn to original position for a
total of 320°) per second.
Should elevation well azimuthal be the fixed
as as scanning desired,
mirror can be replaced by a multlfaced rotating mirror to achieve the desired
elevation angle coverage. Multiple detectors can be attached to the scanning
I mast in many different ways. This mast fulfills current and anticipated shortrange hazard detection systemrequirements. As will be reported under Task
B.2 the integrated scannlngmast, laser-transmitter/recelver, data handler/
controller and associated telemet_ fuh_.ctionedas predicted.
A.3 Vehicle Control Systems - T. Geis, TfKasura, J. Craig, W. Davis, T. Baran
Faculty Advisor: Prof. D. Gisser
Three major vehicle control systems tasks were addressed, namely, four
_heel speed control, directional gyroscope monitoring and control, and scanning
mast position and speed control.
The four wheel drive system is designed to monitor continuously the
steering direction, the digital inputs derived from the tachometers, and to
_ drive each wheel motor at the proper speed consistent with steering angle and
vehicle speed. The system employs position feedback and pulse width modulation
to drive the steering motor and bring the axle to one of fifteen preset steering
. angles.
-_ The wheel speeds required as a function of steering angle were determined
from the geometry of the system and are shown in Figure 4 as the continuous
llne. These wheel speed curves were normalized to obtain the discrete functions
._ shown in Figure 4 by the dotted lines. A schematic of the overall system is
shown in Figure 5. The wheel speed functions are stored permanently. At a
" particular steering angle, the appropriate functions are compared with actual
wheel speed as determined by the tachometers to provide the required wheel speed.
. A new steering system was also implemented. It involves analog posit_on
feedback and pulse width modulation to obtain 15 different preset steering angles.
- These steering angles, one in the center and seven equally spaced on each side
give st=ering position from 0° to 90° in either direction. The control system
is designed to prcduce a constant steering angle change rate when the difference
.. between the actual and desired heading exceeds 5° and a linearly decreasing
correction rate for a difference of less than 50 to minimize overshoot.
The directional gyroscope installed in the vehicle is a Giannini Type 3211
purchased as surplus equipment to reduce costs. Its only drawback is that the
_. vuLp_L poten_iome_r is linear over only 180°. Once past 90° from center, the
gyro does not reflect changes in direction. To overcome this limitation, two
"" solenoids mounted inside the gyro housing can be stepped in 2° intervals to keep
the heading within the 180° range. A control system was designed to monitor the
output voltages and step the solenoids in the proper directioLL while keeping
track of the number of steps. The resulting directional gyro controller b_ock
diagram is shown in Figure 6.
Full details of these contrcl systems are provided by Reference I.
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I A.4 Telemetry and Computer Interface - T.R. Gels, K. Fell, W. Davis,
D. Belanger, G. Hunt and T. Barone
Faculty Advisor: Prof. D. Gisser
The overall control system for the vehicle in the autonomous roving mode
is shown in Figttre 7. The t_lemetry requlrements include a high data rate
link from the vehicle to the telemetry receiver and two low data rate linksfrom the compute:" ommand transmitte an_ the remote c ntrol module. In
addition, a computer interface is required to accept the data transmitted by
_ the vehicle and to control the transmission of command instructions to the
vehicle. _ -
. Two major improvements in the telemetry system were made during the past
period. First, the data link from the vehicle to the telemetry receiver was
_ substantially upgraded to handle the new and future projected data rates.
The system which is described in detail in _ference 2 can now handle 20
"_ kiloblts/sec and is designed to be upgraded to a 50 kilobit/sec rate with very
_ modest modifications. The lower data rate capacity is substantially in excess
of requirements anticipated for the short range hazard detection system con-
- cepts being implemented, (see Tasks B.I, B.2 and C). A Hamming code has been
incorporated into the system to correct single errors and to detect multiple
errors.
The second major improvement is in the remote control modul_ which is used
, by the investigators on the test site to modify test objectives, i.e. vehicle
speed or to override commands received from the computer command transmitter.
" Since complete closed loop control could not be achieved because of inoperative
., computer software systems, the remote control module was used to control the
vehicle during the laboratory and field testing program. The new remote
-_ control module is compared with the old version in Figure 8. The major im-
provements were in the human/machlne interface and involved a considerable
"" improvement in the ability of the operator to specify his commands, Reference
_. I. The new design has increased capabilities to force the vehicle to address
specific mobility tests. It will play an increasingly important role in future
-_ studies involving hazard detection by increasing _he operator's ability to put
the vehicle into desired encounters with potential hazard and observe the path
"" selection systems response to these encounters.
A computer interface capable of receiving data transmitted by the vehicle
-- or the control receiver and processing it as input to the computer and accept-
ing computer output and processing it prior to transmission to the vehicle has
been designed, constructed and tested. The overall role of the interface is
.. shown in Fig. 9, in receding and processlng input data and coulnands and trans-
mitting commands to the vehicle. In brief, the input interface performs four
-' main operations: it outputs data to the computer in response to a SENSE command,
handles Data Transfer In, Interrupts and DMA (direct memory addressing). The
output interface handles Data Transfer Out routines. A detailed description of
_. the interface including all logic elements is provided in Reference 2.
A.5 Computer Softer - M.A. Mingola and D. Robblnsa.
Faculty Advisor - Prof. S. Yerazunls
i The objective of this task was to develop the control software for com-
_" plete off-board computer control for the autonomous rover. _slred functions
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i included deployment, path selection, steering, navigation and handling of
emergency situations as well as permitting human intervention and monitoring.
The programs required to implement these capabilities form the overall software
system which is shown in Figure 10. In addition, software required for vehicle
.. development and 6heckout was developed. The software is progran=ned in
Assembler Language on the Varien/620£ IDIIOM Interactive Graphics Computer
-_ System.
mr
Developments this year _re based an the prior work which developed a
-- graphic simulatlon/display programwhich was not coupled with vehicle hardware.
_. During the year, the following softwar_ was developed:
I. Support of computer-vehlcle interface checkout
._ 2. Coupling of existing graphic display with vehicle
hardware
4-,
3. TIMER- a real time clock implemented in software
for scheduling of vehicle control programs.
4. GYRO - a program to, convert directional gyro sensor
"_ data into angular information
5. NAVI I - a navigation program to define the location
-_ of the vehicle with respect to a reference location
"" 6. VEHINT - a program to handle interrupts
7. TRNVEH - a program to translate path selection
.- system decisions into vehicle steering commands
_ 8. OUTPUT - a program for outputtlng commands to the
vehicle
-o 9. PATHSL - the path selection program for the one
laser/one detector minimal level system, PSS-1, des-
"_ cribed under Task C and described in detail in
.. Reference 3.
-. A general description of the total software and a detailed description
of items 6 through 9 above including coding are included in Reference 4. All
*" of these software programs have been checked out with the exception of VEHINT.
-- The checkout includes interaction with all systems including telemetry, hazard
detection system and the vehicle. Failure of VEHINT to process interrupts
-_ reliably precluded a complete testing of the overall control system for auto-
nomous roving of the vehicle. A first objective in September will be to re-
solve the interrupt problems so that meaningful testing and evaluation of theminimal path selec ion system PSS-I can be undertaken.
I A.6 Laborator 7 and Field Testing - P. Marino, J. Koskol
Faculty Advisor: Profs. G. N. Sandor and S. Yerazunls
l The objective of this task was to determine the mobility of the vehicle in
both laboratory and field testing with the goal of providing guidance to the
hazard detection and path selection systems ta_ks. The laboratory testing made
I
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I use of an obstacle course which has been described in Reference 5. In brief,a frame constructed of wood and steel provides a basis for reating the d -
sired terrain features using plywood sections. Slopes, open and closed steps
i and crevasses Individually or in combination can be constructed for vehiclemobility measurements. Quantitat-ive mobility parameters we:.e obtained in this
fashion. For example, Figure 11 displays the vertical open step climbing
capabilities as a function of the slope on which the step is located. This
capability ranges from a step of Just under 8" to no step at about 32 ° which isthe limiting gradient the vehicle could handle with its grousers on a plywood
surface. The vehicle was shown t_ clim_ up and over much steeper Inverted "V"
ridges (slopes of order of 50 ° ) provided that the length of the side of the
i ridge was four feet or less compared to a vehicle wheelbase of six feet. The
vehicle could traverse a 16" wide open crevasse readilly.
The height of :losed step which can be handled depends on the slope of
the surface connecting the low and hlgh sections of the step. Shown in Figure
12 are the results of testing for the horizontal case. This step climbing
i ability will reduce if the main terrain is upward sloping and increase In the
case of a downward sloping situation. Measurements were also made to deter-
mine the ability of the vehicle to avoid a hazard as a function of speed.
Maximummargin required varied from 23" at zero speed to 100" at hlgh speed
(0.35 meters/set). These data were used as a basis for defining the perform-
ance characteristics of the hazard detection and path selection systems under
-- development.
"_ Field testing during the fall on a construction side on the RPI campus
.. suggested that the laboratory tests tended to underotate the vehicle's mobility
capabilities. This was confirmed in extensive field testing this past spring
-" using a section of the construction site which was contoured to simulate Mars
terrain. Craters, steep slopes, r,dges and boulder fields were simulated. It
" appears thaL real terrain involving dirt particles, sand and rocks provides for
._ improved traction. Unfortunately, the capability has not been quantified, and
more definitive experimentation with field terrains is in order. The ten
minute 16 mm color film which has been prepared from these tests portrays In
; a vivld manner the mobility of this vehicle concept.
A.7 Wheel Analysis - R.F. Lipowlcz
"_ Faculty Advisor: Prof. S. Yerazunis
The objective of this task was to review the literature in the area of
i locomotion with the goal of providing guidance in improving the performance of
the double-hoop toroldal wheel employed for propulsion, in addltion, such ex-
T perlmentalmeasurements as needed for wheel improvement were to be obtained.
a_
Locomotion theory was reviewed in detail with Mars exploration in mind.
Included in the review were the open technical literature and a number of NASA
I studies. The involved examined forsupported
mathematical relationships were
guidance in design modlfica_ion rather than for computation of an optimal wheel.
The reason for this is that It would be of doubtful value to optimize the de-
I sign for a specific set of terrain parameters when the uncertainties of theMars terrain are so large. Rather the thinking was to describe a rerrain
"envelope" and to seek a wheel most suited to deal with surfaces within this
L range.
I
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I With this in mind and defining a terrain "envelope" consistent pro-
with
Jectlons of the nature of the Martian soil, the following guidelines were de-
duced:
I i. THe Martian soil should be assumed to be cohesive
rather than fri_tlonal.
I 2. Flotation, the ability of the vehicle to remain
on the surface-of very w_ak soils, is improved by
T increasing not on17 t.hefootprint area but also
! by increasing the @idth-of footprint. Hence, width
enters as the square in its effect.
3. Motion resistance is the sum of compaction and "bull-dozing" effects. The compaction resisL_nce decreases
wit" increased footprint length and width with length
haying a stronger influence. Bulldozing resistanceincreases with increased footprint width; however,
this resistance component tends to secondary impact
in frictional soils. Thus net motion resistance is
decreased with increases in footprint length and width
and, therefore, in area.
T
. On an overall basis, it is concluded that an increased footprint area
as brought about by footprint length and width is to be sought to increase
flotation and to decrease motion resistance.
_ There is a second consideration which has been disclosed by laboratory
and field testing the KPI rover in regard to its ability to climb bluff objects
-- such as boulders. The softer is the wheel footprint, the more traction is
gained sir I the grouser conforms more to the tractive surface, (essentially
envelopes curved surfaces). This requirement is consistent with increased
footprints for maximum flotation and minlmummotion resistance. However, there
is a tradeoff between the benefits to be gained by "softening" the wheel to
increase footprint and the mechanical integrity of the wheel, particularly under
dynamic loading. Earlier wheels which had been made quite soft were foand to
fall under the dynamic loads encountered within too short a time. It is be-
lieved that alternatives such as pre-stressed hoops, appropriate hoop spokes and
grouser support may permit the use of a relative "soft" wheel with large foot-
print which is capable of dealing with the maximum dynamic loads to be expected.As noted under Task A.I a wheel tester has been constructed for investigation
of alternative designs. It is expected that definltlveresults will be available
by December 1976.The second thrust of this task was aimed at the measurement of individual
hoop/force deflection characteristics as a function of the restraining hoop
] spoke and of complete wheels with and without a grouser. A heuristic design
procedure relating full wheel performance in terms of specified footprint to
individual hoop design parameters (i.e. band width and thickness and stiffening
I spoke dimensions) was developed.
A static loading device was conceived, Figure 13, in which individual
hoop deflections could be determined as a f_nction of the hoop orientation
relative to the direction of the force as well as of hoop and spoke parameters.
Figure 14 shows the results for hoops of three different widths and thicknesses.
I
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for one hoop/force orientation and one stiffening spoke configuration. Such
_. measurements were made at four different hoop/force orientations, four spokes,
and three hoop parameters to gain some insight in the behavior of the in-
"" dlvidual hoops.
Subsequently, a complete wheel was tested using hoops of one single
- width and thickness, one stlffening spoke configuration under three different
conditions: (a) without grouser, (b) wlth a grouser but without grouser/hoop
_ bonding and (c) without a grouser but with a circumferential band of spring
_ steel to which each hoop was atta_he_.r_gidly. Figure 15 compares the results
obtained for these three cases. St is-lnteresting to note the load/deflection
- characteristics of the unconstrained hoop case (no grouser or outer band) and
of the wheel with the outer steel band of essentially the same. However, the
wheel equipped with the grouser is significantly stiffer. Apparently, the
. grouser side walls tend to stiffen these sections of the hoops, thus increas-
ing the stiffness of the wheel as a whole. It should also be noted that the
load/deflection characteristic observed for small deflection of the complete
wheel corresponds closely to the load/deflection pattern for a single hoop.
Combination of the total wheel load/deflection results with those of in-
dividual hoops through a chain rule procedure provides an empirical basis for
predicting wheel footprint area as a function of the moment of inertia of the
individual hoops. Complete deails of this program are reported in Reference 6.
A.8 Payload Protection Systems - R. A. Marin
Faculty Advisor: Prof. S. Yerazunis
The objective of this task was to investigate alternative methods for
. protecting the payload from terrain hazards which would not be detected by
current ,-_cepts in hazard detection systems for path selection. Consideration
was given both to electro-mechanicaland electro-optic alternatives. These
included: a mechanical tactile feeler system, a laser/detector tria,_gulation
" concept similar to the current hazard detection system but on a smaller scale
and a reflectance concept. On the basis of preliminary analysis it was de-
cided to pursue in depth proximity sensing based on reflectance. Accordingly,
the main thrust of this task was re-directed to determine the characteristics
of such a system.
. A transmitter involving a light emitting dicde pulsed for 72 microseconds
in a total period of 72 milliseconds was designed and constructed. Because of
the short pulse interval and the relatively narrow divergence angle (_- 24°)
illumination of acceptable intensity was obtained. A phototransistor receiver
of high gain and sensitivity was also constructed.
Listed in Table I are the test surfaces which were studied to determine
- the feasibility of the concept. Shown in Figures 16 and 17 are the received
signals as a function of material and distance from the sensor to the reflect-s,
ing surface for the case where the transmitted beam is normal to the surface.
.. It is to be noted that the strength of the signal varies markedly with distance
according to the expression
Signal = K (Distance) 1"7
e.
I
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i TABLE I
I _ Description of Test Surfaces
b
Glass mirror
_ -
Shiny copper - _
_ Oxidized aluminum " -
J _
White photostat paper
Extra fine white sandpaper
Coarse white sandpaper
Washing cement (gray talc)
Granite stone
.. Red talc
_ Brown soil (Mars soil)
Brown soil spheres
m_
Slate rock
Coarse black emery paper
_ Aluminu_.-palnted ultra flat black
5
! *Compl.ete specification of test surfaces in Reference 7.
I
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In addition the strength of the signal is a strong function of the
surface involved. For example, the ratio of signal received from fine sand-
paper to that of slate is approximately four.
The effect 6f inclination of the reflecting surface relative to the axis
of the incident light was also investigated. Figure 18 presents the results
obtained for fine sandpaper, siate and a mirror. The relative reflectancedefined as the sign l strength the spec fied inclination divided by the
strength at 0° inclination falls off relative slowly for diffuse reflectors
such as slate and sandpaper as compared with the abrupt reduction with a mirror.
The concept has as a major advantage_in its behalf extreme simplicity and
could conceivably provide the detection required to protect the payload from
bluff terrain features in its path or from too low a clearance. Its feasi-bility is favored by the strong relationship between signal and distance
between the transmltter/receiver and the reflecting surface. However, the
[ great variation of reflectivities which were observed represents a serioushandicap. If it can be assumed that the reflectanc of typical M rtian surface
may vary from that observed for sandpaper to that of slate, the factor of four
i] in reflectance will require that the system must tolerate a significant marginof uncertainty. For example, if the system is set to detect slate at a dis-
tance of three inches with incident radiation normal to the surface, a sand-
paper surface at just under seven inches will trigger an emergency. Confound-
i[ ing the problem is the effect of inclination between the light beam and the
surface, Figure 18. A slate surface inclined at 50 or 60° would approach the
payload surface more closely than three inches before detection.
[ Despite these drawbacks, a payload protection system based on reflectance
proximity sensing may prove to be feasible particularly if the reflectance
"r coefficient range for martlan surfaces is narrower than the example cited above.
_I The simplicity and reliability of the concept and the strong relationship be-
tween signal and distance argue in behalf of the concept. Complete details of
this study are provided in Reference 7.
TASK B. Terrain Sensing and Data Handlin_
-I The objective of this task is to design and construct the terrain sensing
devices and the associated data handling systems required to implement autonomous
roving.I
B.I Laser Transmltter/Recelver - D. Holly, S.G. Cairns
Faculty Advisor - Prof. D. Gisser
The basis behind the terrain sensing system which was selected for im-
plementation is shown in Figure 19. The principle of triangulation is
employed to determine if terrain is situated within the zone of intersectionof a laser beam (transmitter) and a photodetector (receiver). The region of
uncertainty within which terrin could be assumed to be located if the re-
ceiver detects a reflection can be made larger or smaller depending on therelative locations and orientations of the transmitter and receiver and on the
cone of vision of the detector. In principle, multi_,le laser (or equivalent
scanning) and multiple detectors can be employed to gain as detailed as desiredknowledge of the terrain in front of the vehicle.
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For the objective of demonstration and evaluation of a minimal autonomous
roving system, this task was directed to the development of a one laser/one
.- detector system to implement Path Selection System 1 as defined under Task C.
The manner in which hazards are detected in PSS-1 is illustrated in Figure 20.
"" So long as the detector receives a signal, it is assumed that the terrain is
within the specified zone and involves no hazard. However, loss of signal
will indicate the existence of either a positive or negative hazard. This
.. simple one laser/one detectorsystem cannot distinguish between positive or
negative hazards but only that the terrain is outside the zone considered safe.
i" There are special circumstances w_ich'will give rise to a loss of signal which
will be interpreted as a hazard where _n fact none exists, Figure 21.
- The transmitter is designed to fit inside the mast to reduce the radius
of gyratlrn, Figure 22. When the transmitter is mounted In the mast,the
"" laser points upward and the laser beam is deflected downward at the desired
. elevation angle by a fixed mirror. A block diagram of the transmitter is pro-
vided in Figure 23. The laser which can be fired at a rate of about 700 times
._ per second is controlled by the Data Handler/Controller system described under
Task B.2.
.o The receiver design, Figure 24, overcomes the ,roblem of spurious noise
being interpreted as a true signal by incorporating an amplitude discriminator
and a time discriminator. The amplitude dlscrimlna_or senses the general
level of noise and automatically compensat_ to reduce the probability of inter-
pretlng noise as a true signal. The time discriminator is triggered by the
Data Handler/Controller to define a '_Indow" corresponding to the laser firings.
Thus the receiver is looking for a light pulse only during those short periods
. of time when a pulse can be expected. The effectiveness of these systems is
demonstrated by tests In whlch the presence of negative hazards at the 2-3 meter
" range was detected in bright sunlight. Complete details of the laser trans-
. mi_ter and receiver are provided in References 8 and 9.
B.2 Data Handler/Controller - D.H. Holly and T.R. Geis
_" Faculty Advisor: Prof. D. Gisser
Central to the laser transmltter/detector systems described above is the
- data handler/controller system. This system is responsible for controlling the
firing of the laser, controlling the time discriminator of the receiver and pro-
" cesslng the data prior to transmission of the data by telemetry to the computer.
.. The data handler/controller which was constructed can handle up to three laser
transmitters and five receivers. The lasers can be paired up with particular
- receivers or they can be lumped together. The system can tell which laser is
associated with which receiver in any configuration which may be employed.
. The reliability of the data output from the data handler/controller is
enhanced by _o features. First, the time period during which the receiver
-_ looks for a pulse is coordinated with the firing of the laser. Second,multlple
testing for each point is provided up to a maximum o£ six shots per laser. The
returns for each of these shots are summed up and compared with some pre-set
(controllable by the user) criterion to determine if the set of data constitute
a valid return. A block diagram of the data handler controller is shown in
-_ Figure 25. Since the firing rate of the laser which is being used is limited
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, to I000pulses/sec,the data handlerarrangesto fire each laserat i msec
intervals. Thus with three lasers, a laser pulse would originate every 0.33
" msec and all receivers would be timed accordingly. If the maximum repetition
of six pulses per-measurement is required with a single laser, the entired_
process is completed in 6 msec (7 msec if three lasers and six pulses are
-. specified), during which time the motion of the mast (at two cycles/second)
would impose about a 10 cm arc at about i meter. Since Path Selection
' System I is based on a 15 path dlrecti6n concept, the data handler/controller
system makes use of the mast position s_nsor in controlling the laser pulses.
Details of the data handler controller_system are provided in Reference 8.
TASK C. Path Selection System Development and Evaluation - J.Krajewskl
Faculty Advisor: Prof. D. K. Frederick
-- A path selection system has been developed using a laser-sensor triangula-
tion method described earlier under Task B.I. In simulation this sytem has
been able to detect and avoid both positive and negative obstacles in a noisy
environment. The method of using triangulation has developed into a more
sophisticated path selection system utilizing up to three laser-sensor pairs
and incorporating memory. Data obtained by the triangulation sensors and
vehicle attitude sensors is processed by a terrain modeler. The processed
information is then sent to the path selection algorithm, where a decision
concerning the vehicle's new path is made.
This system, simulated as described, has been able to handle terrains of
varying complexity, ranging from simple boulder-crater fields on horizontal
planes to rolling, boulder-crater covered hills. To traverse the more difficult
terrains, the three laser-three sensor configuration was required. The amount
of terrain information gathered by the simpler laser-sensor configurations was
insufficient to avoid interpreting relatively safe paths as impassable.
An alternate path selection scheme was also developed to determine if a
memory-less system would be feasible. Due to inherent drawbacks involved,
such as repeatedly encountering the same obstacle, this system proved unable
-. to negotiate even the most simple terrain.
Any path selection system can be broken down into three distinct subsystems:
.. The sensor, the terrain modeler, and the path selection algorithm. Each has a
separate and vitally important function. The sensor employs some means of
o- gathering information about the terrain surrounding the vehicle. The terrain
modeler processes the raw terrain information coming from the sensors, separa-
ting obstacles from non-obstacles. The path selection algorithm processes this
.. "view" and, possibly together with past "views", makes a decision as to which
direction to proceed during the next time interval. The final output of the
entire path selection system,therefore, is a periodically upaated heading angle.
"" Each of these subsystems, as they apply to the simulated system, are dis-
.._ cussed more specifically below.
• _ The sensor system utilizes a laser-sensor triangulation scheme to gather
terrain infurmation, Figure 25. The laser is mounted on a vehlcle-flxed mast
_" and aimed downward such that the beam intersects the surface. A sensor con-
. sisting of a photodetector with associated optics is placed at a lower position
: on the mast and "looks" somewhere alJng the laser beam at the same azimuthal
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angle. The sensor, having a sharply defined cone of vision, therefore samples
"_ the line segment formed by the beam-cone intersection. If terrain is present
. within this it will scatter the laser pulse and thus result in the sensor de-
tecting the beam,.providing the path from the laser down to the terrain and
• back to the sensor is clear. The basic operation of each laser-sensor pair,
then, is to detect the presenc_ or absence of terrain within a designated line
segment, the size and orientation of which is dependent upon the laser and
_nsor heights, elevation angle_s, and the _ensor cone size.
The terrain modeler is a spe_ial_zed data processor which provides the
logic necessary to combine the signals from the sensors into an array of 15
"sensed paths", each designated go or no-go. These paths are separated by
10 degrees in azimuth and form a cone 70 degrees to each side of the vehicle
centerline, Figure 26. The terrain modeler incorporates vehicle attitude in-
formation by deciding if the inpath and crosspath slopes are too great for con-
tinued travel in a certain specified direction. These attitude warnings are
necessary to prevent the vehicle from encountering hazardous situations which
the sensors may overlook.
The path selection algorithm accepts as inputs the 15 sensed paths,
designated go or no-go, from the terrain modeler. It then incorporates this
information into a "world model" composed of previous obstacle encounters and
turns made. Using the present vehicle position (also an input) and the target
position stored in memory it first computes the optimal heading angle assuming
no obstacles were present. Next, the algorithm searches its world model for
the path closest to this heading from among 19 possible paths, which is not
designated no-go. If a path meeting the above requirement exists, its heading
angle is outputted. If a go path cannot be found, an emergency mode can be
invoked, allowing the vehicle to back up.
Paths may be designated no-go as a result of the memory structure in the
algorithm. This was deemed necessary for this system since the vehicle is two
meters long and the sensed region (as simulated) is _ circular zone with a
maxlmum radius of 1.5 meters in front of the vehicle. In order to safely avoid
obstacles, a method of remembering their presence for a short time after they
pass £rom view is necessary. Also, since the vehicle cannot turn instantaneous-
ly a turn memory is needed to allow the vehicle to straighten out before another
sharp turn in that direction can be made.
One final feature of the present path selection algorithm is the "bump"
filter. This software constantly averages the previous two pitch readings of
the vehicle's attitude gyro and compares the latest reading to this value. If
the difference is greater than some preset threshold the scan is assumed invalid
due to excessive attitude noise (rubble) and is therefore ignored. This feature
becomes useful in the more advanced systems.
The above descriptions of the terrain modeler and the path selection
algorithm are applicable only for the system with memory. In the memory-less
system, the sensor subsystem remains essentially unchanged from the one laser-
one sensor configuration already discussed. The terrain modeler and the path
selection algorithm are necessarily different, however, in that memory can no
longer be used. The terrain modeler no longer utilizes attitude information,
. and the go/no-go map it provides is constructed solely from sensor indicated
hazards. The path selection algorithmaccepts the map from the modeling block
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and chooses the available path which lles closest to the optimum heading,
and which is indicated as being unblocked. One final difference to be noted
is that the available paths, from whlch the path selection algorithm chooses
i[ a new path, are in no way dependent upon the scanning angles of the sensor.The heading angles of the paths and the angles at which the sensor scans are
independently specified at the 2beglnnlng of each simulation. This allows a
i[ somewhat greater degree of flexibility in the simulation procedure. Moreexplici det ils of this syst m can be found in Reference 3.
-| The initial laser-sensor conF_gu_a_ion chosen for the path selection
._ system with memory was the most elementary, consisting of only one laser and
one sensor. It became apparent, however,_hat successful traversal of non-flat
terrains required more data than was available from this s_ple system. An
evolutionary sequence of three laser-sensor configurations, all sampling the
same azimuth angles, finally resulted, referred to as systems A, B, and C, in
order of increasing complexity. For the memory-less system (system D), sub-
systems were not altered during simulation.
System A (I laser - I sensor)
This sequence of tests employs boulder-crater fields with and without
attitude noise, and also sine wave terrain without attitude noise. The first
.r two runs (Figure 27) show that the single laser-sensor configuration can handle
a challenging boulder-crater field with and without random attitude dlstur-
- bances. In both cases the system avoided all five obstacles encountered.
The path length without noise was 2.39 meters longer than straight line dis-
- tahoe. The run with noise was even 0.7 meters shorter. In any case, System A
appears to handle most boulder-crater fields with little problem, even when
small rubble is present.
Only when rolling terrain is encountered does the performance of System A
deteriorate. The run in Figure 28 shows the vehicle on rolling terrain of
.25 meter amplitude and a 6.0 meter period. The vehicle initially started
moving uphill but soon lost sight of the terrain in front of it due to the
slope. This caused a sharp turn to be made, and since the vehicle continued
to interpret the terrain as an obstacle, a very long path length resulted. Two
backups occurred when all available paths were blocked by the system. Although
the simulation terminated after 36 meters of travel, the vehicle was making some
progress toward the target. It was at this point that the system began to
" break down.
_. System B (2 laser - i sensor)
With the need for more terrain data an additional laser was added for
improvement in the system's performance. The first run of this system (Figure
29, path without noise) showed the system capable of reaching the target in a
shorter total distance than System A had been able to. When attitude noise was
added, the system became confused and six backups occurred, resulting in an
"" automatic termination of the run, (Figure 29, noisy path).
System C (3 laser - 3 sensor)
.. This system demonstrates a dramati_ improvement over the two previous
systems. In Figure 30 the terrain is .25 meter amplitude, 6 meter period sine
i
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._ TABLE I. Test Terrains in the Order of Their Evaluation
System A (I laser-I sensor)
I
- I) Boulder-Crater field without attitude noise. (Figure 27)
"_ 2) Boulder-Crater field with 10 degree attitude
noise. (Figure 27)
- 3) Sine wave based terrain, with 0.25 meter
amplitude and 6.0 meter period; no attitude noise.
(Figure 28)
6
System B (2 laser_-I sensor)
I) Sine wave based terrain with 0.25 meter amplitude,
6.0 meter period, and no attitude noise. (Figure 29)
2) Sine wave b_sed terrain, 0.25 meter amplitude, 6.0
meter period, and 10 degree attitude noise. (Figure 29)
System C (3 lasers-3 sensors)
I) Sine wave based terrain, 0.25 meter amplitude, 6.0 meterperiod, and 10 degree attitude noise. (Figuze 30)
2) Boulder- Crater field on Sine wave based terrain of 0.25
meter amplitude, 6.0 meter period, and 10 degree
attitude noise. (Figure 31)
3) Boulder- Crater field on Sine wave based terrain of 0.3
meter amplitude, 6.0 meter period, and 10 degree
attitude noise. (Figure _2)
System D (memory- less)
I) Boulder-Crater field with no attitud_ noise. (Figure 33)
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I
FIGURE 2 7
System A (I laser- I sensor) encounter with boulder- crater
fleld_ with and _ithout 10 degree attitude noise added. Dashed
line marks the deviation in path caused by noise addition.
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FIGURE28
System A (1 laser-1 sensor) encounter with rolllng_ sine wave
based torrain of 0.25 meter amplitude and 6,0 meter poriod; no
attitude noiso included.
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"" System B (2 lasers-1 sensor) encounter w_th rolling, sine wave
-+ based terrotn of 0.25 meter amplitude and 6,0 meter period; wlth
.. and without I0 degree attitude noise, Da,_;_edline m_%rksthe
deviation in path caused by noieo addition•
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_ wave terrain with I0 degree attitude noise. The extra data made available by
the addltlonal sensed regions allowed the vehicle to distinguish the terrain
- as safe. The next terrain (Figure 31) shows the previous sine wave based
terrain with the:boulder-crater field of the system A tests superimposed.
"' System C came surprisingly close to the duplication of the System A performance.
Room for improvement is still :quite apparent as Figure 32 shows. The terrain
in this case was the same as in the last run except for the amplitude of the
_" sine wave base being increased to .3 meters. Both Systems A and B have been
tested on this terrain, and both _avefhiled to traverse it. System C was
able to do so, as long as the nolie was absent. Addition of I0 degree attitude
, noise resulted in a completely confused system.
System D (memory-less)
The shortcomings of this type system are aptly illustrated in Figure 33.
One sees the vehicle repeatedly encountering the same obstacle until finally
. working itself clear in a rather awkward manner. The situation reoccurs when
the next obstacle is met. The problem seems to arise because of the backup
maneuver. The system has no means to recall the extent of the obstacle pre-
viously encountered, and can therefore easily _un into _he same hazard again.
Unfortunately, this characteristic seems to be indigenous to memory-less systems,
and therefore this system is unsatisfactory.
The analysis of the short range laser-sensor triangulation system with
memory indicates very good performance on most boulder-crater fields wzth flat
bas d terrain, even when random attltude changes are present. This conclusion
holds for the simplest system considered as well as the more complex. Rolling
terrain appears to present severe problems particularly when the fundamental
- period is a small multiple of the vehicle's wheelbase. Long period rolling
terrain causes no such degradation of performance. When random efects are in-
cluded with the short period rolling terrain the difficulties are greatly
magnlfled_ Due to the relatively poor performance of the single laser-single
sensor scheme, improvement was necessary.
Such improvement came in the form of increased system complexity. First,
only one additional laser wab employed, but eventually an expansion to three
lasers and three sensors was deemed necessary to produce respectable _erform-
ante on short period, rolling terrain.
Even the three laser-three sensor system encountered difficulties however.
When the random attitude noise was included a great deal of wandering resulted.
To minimize this problem, attitude information was taken into account. With
,.,owledge of the vehicle's mean attitude and present instantaneous attitude,
a decision could be made concerning the probable validity of the latest sensor
readings. If the sensor was deemed invalid it could be corrected or, more
simply, ignored. This technique did reduce false danger readings markedly
without seriously impairing the data density, vhen applied only to inpath slopes.
- The system designed without memory suffered due to its inability to remember
the location of the obstacle which had been encountered. For this reason it
tended to re-colllde with the same obstacle several times in a row.
To further increase the performance ?f the short range laser-sensor
- triangulation system, several improvements are in order. More lasers and
sensors should be employed, and various methods of logically combining their
1976021169-055
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outputs to produce added terrain information be investigated. Additionally,
vehicle attitude information should be taken into account and more sophisti-
cated pattern recognition done.
_" Continuing efforts are underway to update the computer simulation
package. This revision includes improved documentation and also a more
realistic approach to the vehicle's dynamics. With these further improve-
ments, the software package _ill become more efficient and provide a more
factual simulation of the roving vehic1_. Additional aspects of path selec-
tion systems based on these concepts are provided in References 3 and I0. A
reprint of Reference i0 is provided in-Appendix A.
TASK D. Advanced Terrain Sensing-Hazard Detection Concepts - K.L. Leung
Faculty Advisor: Prof. C. N. Shen
One major effort in this area has been devoted to the detection of discrete
hazards such as boulders or craters using range pointing angle data as might be
gathered by a laser rangefinder. Reference II describes in detail of edge
enhancement using a method termed as the Rapid Estimation Scheme in conjunction
with a Kalman filter. This task had as its goal implementation of this method
on the Varian/620i IDIIOM Interactive Graphics Computer System. The intent of
this simulation is to provide investigators with increased capabilities in
their efforts to develop effective hazard detection concepts. The rapid esti-
mation scheme has been shown to be reliable in identifying the edges of positive
and negative hazards provided that a sufficient data density is obtained. How-
ever, data requirements can be quite large depending on the sector covered and
processing time can be substantial. Future efforts are planned to determine
the extent to which the data requirements can be relaxed. This simulation
which has been implemented on the graphics terminal gives the investigator a
powerful weapon with which to approach this goal. Additional details of the
rapid estimation scheme are provided in Reference 12, Reference 13, a reprint
of which is included in Appendix A, describes the interactive graphics simula-
tion in more detail.
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GUIDANCE AND CONTROL OF AN AUTONOMOUS ROVER FOR PLANETARY EXPLORATION
S. Yerazunls, D. K. Frederick and J. Krajewskl
Rensselae_ Porgtechnic Institute
#roy, _ew York
restricted sampling range of its ten foot boom
with a 120 ° arc. Thus only a minute fraction of
A four-wheeled vehlcle capable of deal- the martian surface will have been scrutinized
ing with irregular terrain features such as and a larger but still very small fraction as
might be encountered in unmanned exploration limited by llne of sight will be examined visual-
of extraterrestrial bodies has been designed, ly. A more thorough exploration is not likely to
constructed and tested. Its mobility and be effected by increasing the number of such
maneuverability are such that applications stationary lenders because of the large number
on earth requiring autonomous control may be which would be required and the problem of se-
served by it or a suitable variation. It lectlng and reaching precise landing sites where
could also serve as a test bed for artl- critical measurements can be made. A method for
flcial intelllgence/robotlcs research. AI- exploring the planet in question in detail and to
ternatlve concepts for terrain sensing and do so adaptively on the basis of the knowledge
modeling, and path selection algorithms have being gained is essential.
been investigated. A trlangulatlon-based
laser photodetector path selection system The scenario for planetary exploration could
developed by simulation is found to be able involve either a stationary lander containing
to deal with a broad range of terrain fee- sophisticated and adaptable instrumentation
tures. The path selection system is now in for in-situ analysis or a sample return vehicle.
the process of construction and implementa- In either case, the scenario must involve sample
tion and will permit field evaluation of the and/or data gathering devices capable of being
overall vehicle system as an autonomous relocated over much of the planetary surface, and
rover, in the case of sample gathering devices, capable
of returning to the lander site. In order that
such missions can be executed in a reasonable
time of the order of several months to pLrhaps a
year, such sample or data gathering devices must
have a high level of both mobility and automa-
INTRODUCTION tlsm.
The very long term interests of man re- The mobility requirements as expressed in
quire that a thorough exploration of the terms of characteristics such as the maximum
planets of the solar system, their moons and slope which can be climbed or descended, the
the asteroids be undertaken eventually. AI- maximt=n boulder which can be negotiated without
though it is likely that man himself will avoidance, the ability to transverse depressions
. visit or establish himself ultimately on some and very rough terrains, etc., has a direct bear-
of these extraterrestrial bodies, economic and ing on the availability of paths to the desired
technological considerations suggest that un- sites. A vehicle of limited mobility may require
manned systems must be used during the shorter an inordinate length of time and distance travel-
run. led to reach the target. Indeed, in some circum-
stances, the vehicle may not be able to reach the
Considerable knowledge of Mars, Venus, target. As the vehicle's mobility i= _-creased,
,Mercury and Jupiter has been gained by fly-by it will be able to deal effectively with in-
or orbiter missions and more advanced remote creasingly difficult terrains. More paths to
sensor concepts will contribute further to target will be available and the opportunity for
man's understanding of the solar system. How- selecting more optimal paths will be increased.
ever, basic understanding of the chemical, Thus, one major research objective should be
biological, geological, meteorological and aimed at developing and evaluating alternative
physical characteristics of extraterrestrial concepts of relocatable devices capable of serv-
bodies requires surface exploration. The ing a stationary lander or sample return mission.
current Viking missions are intended to meet
some of these requirements for the planet Of equal importance to advanced exploratio _
. Mars. missions is the level of auto_:_tism which ca,: be
achieved. The decision for the vehicle to
.. Despite the historic implications of the follow one path or another towards its destine-
Mars Viking program, Viking-type missions are tion must be provided by some path selection
severely limited in scope because of the system comprised of appropriate terrain data
"" 7
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sensors, terrain modeler and path selection Because of the unequal lengths of the front and
"" algorithm. The character and capabilities of rear struts and the torsion bar system, the front
such • system must be appropriate to the obJec- and rear wheei assemblies can be reversed and the
-. tlves of the mission. A low level path selection vehicle can withdraw safely from the hazard. This
system will have to be biased conservatively to same maneuver can be used to extricate the vehicle
.. minimize the risk of an'unpercelved hazard £n the from a '%ox canyon" or equivalent terrain feature
vehlcle'e path. Thus many, perhaps all, accept- in which there is insufficient room for the vehicle
. able paths towards the target may be exc{uded, to turn itself around and from which it ._y not be
The effect of a low level detection system is, able to back out. Previously proposed vehicles
._ in fact, to reduce the vehicle's mobility. As a . would also fail in this instance.
minimum, the path taken towards the destination
. will be lengthier and the range of the explora- - "he vehicle has been refined to the point
tlon will be reduced. In the other extreme, the " where it can serve as an exceptional test bed for
vehicle may become immobilized. On the othe{ -- the evaluation of alternative path selection sys-
"' hand, a higher level, more sensitive, more per- tems. In this sense it is a valuable asset for
ceptive path selection system will identify a --explorlng artificial intelligence or robotic as-
larger fraction of the passable paths and will pects related to a machine seeking an acceptable
permit selection of those directions most tom- path to a prescribed destination, an objective not
patible with the mission goals. Thus a second necessarily restricted to extraterrestrial ex-
major research objective is the development of ploration.
- efficient path selection systems for the safe
relocation of a rover. In addition to the mechanical and propulsion
. systems, the rover is equipped with electronic
The research program (1) aimed at these two four-wheel speed controls to permit effective
. major objectives is applicable not only to steering, attitude and heading gyroscopes, posl-
extraterrestrial exploration but to robotics ap- lion sensors for all major strut components, and
pllcatlons on earth where hostile environments a two-way telemetry link to an off-board mini-
and special circumstances may exclude either dl- computer to provide the necessary vehicle data
rect or remote manual control. The major for guidance end control. All that remains is the
emphasis of this paper is on the rover and the implementation of the hardware and software re-
path selection system selected for immediate lm- quired for an operating path selection system.
plementation.
PATH SELECTION SYSTEM SDIUIATION
" THE RENSSELAER ROVER
The path selection system required to guide
" By virtue of its design the vehicle has a an autonomous vehicle must include: terrain
very high mobility and maneuverability, Ref. i sensor or sensors hardware, procedures for inter-
- and 2. In its deployed state, Figure I, it has pretlng the data, and an algorithm for selecting
a stable stance allowing it to traverse very safe paths on the basis of the data. The best
._ irregular terrain. The configuration of the combination of hardware and software will depend
struts serving the indlvidually-drlven wheels on the details of _he mission and the dynamical
__ permits this vehicle to be collapsed into a com- and mobility characteristics of the vehicle or
pact space, Figure 2, from which it can be de- robot. An optimization of these requirements
ployed automatically. The struts, which are through an iterative process of constructing and
driven separately by torsion bars, can be used evaluating specific hardware and software wil] be
. to raise or lower the payload compartment as re- inordlnately expensive and tedious and is not
qulred and to orient it fore-and-aft with res- likely to be optimal. A digital computer simula-
pect to the horizontal. The front wheel wagon tlon has been developed which can be used to
steering insures that all four wheels will be in screen all conceivable systems, Ref. 3 and &. The
contact with the terrain for all but the most simulation can "create" a very broad spectrum of
- severe surface irregularities. It also permits terrains possessing such large and small scale
! a sharp turning radius such that in the extreme details as desired. The pitching, heaving and
case, the vehicle can turn about a center through rolling of the vehicle can be simulated and their
the rear wheel axles. The vehicle is able to effect on the terrain sensor data can be evalua-
l deal effectively with a broad range of slope ted. The terrain sensor can be simulated to re-situations and discrete obstacles, flect both the error due to th motion of he
"I sensor as a result of vehicular dynamics and the
Perhaps the most outstanding feature of the inherent sensor measurement errors. Proposed
design is that this vehicle can recover from the terrain modelers and path selection algorithms can
situation in which both front wheels fall over be analyzed, evaluated and modified. When thesethe edge of a crevasse or a deep crater. For all considerations are taken all together, a first but
other vehicles which have been proposed, such an meaningful appraisal of the strengths and weak-
event would be catastroplc and would terminate nesses of proposed hlrdware systems can 'e obtain-
the mission. That is not so with this concept, ed. Its application to a specific path selectionsystem is described later in this paper.
(1) Faculty participating in the overall re- ALTE_TI_,_ TERRAIN DATA GA_RING CO:;CEFTS
search program are: Profs. D.K. Frederick,D. Gisser, G.N. Sandor, C.N. Shen and S Yera- Efforts in developing alternatives for the
zunls. _athering of terrain data have been focused on:
I
t , ( t I (k- _" =',', _ I
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(a) 8 range-polnting angle concept and (b) a trl- Given the objective of demonstrating a mini-
angulation concept, mal level of autonomous roving capability, it was
_' concluded that a path selection system based on
An In-depth study of the use of range-angle the trlangulatlou concept would be implemented.
4 pointing data for terrain modeling and hazard de-
tection has been on-goin& for several years. _his
"* phase, which has resulted in numerous publications, THE PROPOSED PATH SELECTION SYSTEM
Ref. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, has focused on the mid-
As noted earlier, a path selection system
- range problem from 3-30 meters. Methods _ave been
consists of a sensor(s) to gather the data, adeveloped for interpreting these data to obtain
.terrain modeler to process the data into a proper
,_ estimates of the terrain gradients and to detect -
discrete objects whose contours deviate from the form, and a path selection algorithm to employ the
main terrain. Edge detection and edge enhancQment.. - modeled results with the objective of defining
techniques have been developed which provide corn- _ guidance commands. The path selection system
plete outlines of boulders, ridges, craters and which has been chosen for hardware and software
implementation consists of two lasers scanned
crevasses provided that a sufficiently high data _zimuthally along fifteen positions equally spaced
density is available, Current efforts are concen- at 10 ° to provide a 140 ° field of view. Onetrating on the problem of reducing the data re-
quirements without sacrificing the effectiveness photodetector possessing A 0.6 ° cone of vision
will also be scanned over the same azimuthal
of the interpretation. These studies are con-
cerned with the data density in both time and angles. The two lasers will be located at a height
space and to the implications of inherent sensor of 1.5 meters at elevation angles of 43° and 46 °
errors and errors due to the motion of the sensor whereas the photodetector at the 0.75 meter height
as a consequence of vehicular dynamics, will have an elevation angle of 62°, Figure 3.
These initial design parameters are specified on
As an alternative a short range (1-3 meter) the basis of the simulation studies completed to
' date. The mast on which the lasers and the photo-
system based on triangulation ban also been in- detector are to be mounted has been constructed to
vestigated. Indeed the latter system has been
selected for implementation on the Rensselaer provide up to 6 azimuthal 140° sweeps per second.
Rover. The concept is illustrated in Figure 3 The instrumentation mounting arrangements are suchthat the lasers can be scanned in elevation asin which are shown a laser beam along one point-
ing angle and a photodetector along a second well as azimuth and that additional photodetectors
can be added as desired. Finally, the mast con-
pointing angle. The existence of a reflecting figuration will allow for significant adjustmentsurface° i,e., terrain within the zone of inter-
of the geometric parameters so that the research-
section, will be sensed by the photodetector. In
principle, any number of lasers and photodetect- era will have considerable flcxibiltty in studying
ors can be deployed to obtain terrain surface more soph£strlcated triangulation-based alterna-
dtta to any desired density and discreteness, rives.
This information can then be used as the basis for
modeling the terrain end making path selection Central to the task of demonstrating and
decisions, evaluating this concept during the late spring of
this year has been the path selection system
simulation effort. It has fallen on this group to
From a terrain modeling point of view, the
screen a number of design concepts and to synthe-range-polnting angle and triangulation concepts
size a specific alternative satisfying the basic
are equivalent. That is, both concepts provide
the same type of data in that the terrain surface requirement that the rover will not pursue a path
which will abort the mission and that if a safe
is concluded to lie along a line segment of some
length and angular orientation. However, the two path to the specified target exists the rover will
concepts involve different technical obstacles in eventually detect it. Although the long-term ob-
their implementation. The uncertainty of locating Jectives call for a high degree of discrimlnat£on
" on the part of the system to minimize the misin-
the terrain surface along the llne segment using terpretatlon of safe alternatives as hazardous,
the range-polnting angle concept is determined by
the ability of instrumentation to measure tlme-of- the studies completed to date have defined a mini-
mum but feasible system.
flight with possibly weak return signals and in
the presence of undesired reflections. As one's
The path selection system simulation, Ref. &,objective in hazard detection focuses more on the
has the capability of simulating the performance
short-range aspect, the time-of-flight measure- of a broad range of surface rover concepts alter-
ment becomes increasingly difficult due to the
native data gathering concepts, data processors
need to measure extremely short time intervals.
i.e. (terrain modelers) and path selection algo-On the other hand, the uncertainty related with
terrain location by trla,gulation is controlled rithms on a terrain selected by the user. The
terrain can have large scale features as well asby the geometrical relationship of the laser and fine detail. Inherent sensors errors can bethe detector and the cone-of-vision of the latter.
By using overlapping detectors and by scanning simulated along with those sensors errors due to
the dynamic motion of the rover as it moves over
with a high frequency laser, the uncertainty can highly irregular terrain and rubble. Thus the
be made extremely small for the short range. }low-
ever, the trlangulacion system begins to suffer simulation affords the users the opportunity to
inherent and slgulflcant uncertainty in long appraise alternative hardware and software con-
rang- applications. Thus, hardware systems based cepts conveniently.
on range-pointing angle data look more attractive
• • In the case at hand, the simulation was used
at longer ranges whereas the triangulation con- to develop the design parameters specified above.
cept is far more favorable at short range. The anticipated behavior of the selected system
9
I - --_l.-qwl
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is shown on Figures 4 through 8. Note that the Shown in Figure 5 are simulations involving
design parameters are set to detect a positive a terrain described by sinuaoidal functions. It
hazard (boulder or step) or negative hazard should be noted that for a slnusoidal terrain of
(crater or trench) in excess of approximately 6 meter period and 0.20 meter amplitude in the
12" from the plane defined by the attitudinal absence of noise that the path selection system
status of the vehicle. _tth the single detegtor, is able to direct the vehicle In a straight line
"_ this requirement is equivalent to setting the fashion between the initial point and the target
maximum gradient co _ 12 °. ParentheticaLly, it destination. HOwever, an increase o, the
- might be noted that the 12 ° gradient is far lower amplitude to 0.3 meterforces the one laser
than the actual slope climbing capability of the hazard detection system to depart significantly
-. _nsselaer Rover. Thus this system will rule out -from the straight line path and to meander to-
potentially passable paths because of Ic-s in- _ yard the target. Although the target is reached
ability co discriminate between slopes and dLsL . eventually a considerably larger distance travel-
crece obstacles. -- ed is involved. The path selection system can be
._ improved by adding a second laser at an Incre-
Shown in Figure 4 are the results of three ,-_nental elevation of 30 . This modification has
simulations as applied to a boulder-crater field the effect of providing additional information
superimposed on a flat base using the single which allows the path selection system to take a
laser-single detector concept described earlier somewhat more direct route toward the target.
assuming the absence of noise due either to in- However neither system can achieve a direct route
herent sensor limitations or the pitch or roll for an amplitude of this magnitude. Increasing
vehicle motions. The proposed path selection the amplitude to 0.33 meters while retaining the
system is found to be quite effective in dealln_ period at 6 meters, causes both the one and t_o-
wlCh this problem. Also shown in Figure 4 is a laser systems to prescribe an even more tortuous
simulation of this system with vehicle motion path. At an amplitude 0.4 meters, the system is
noise effects equivalent to fluctuations of + 50 unable to contend with the situations and fails
in pitch and _ 10 ° in roll at the contact points to make progress towards the target. The s fJnU-
of the wheels. At these noise levels, the path latlons sho_m in Figure 5 highlight a major weak-
selection was unaffected, hess in thls simple hazard detection system,
namely, ice inability to distinguish between a
The noise parameter referred to above is slope ands discrete obstacle. The rover found
intended co account for the vehicle motion caused itself obliged Co turn from the direct path at
by terrain features which are Coo small to model critical points where the sensor was detecting
on an individual basis. Random fluctuations in the existence of a moderate slope in excess of
the pitch and roll angles are generated and then the 12 ° limit imposed by the a ssuaned sensor sys-
added to the vehicle's attitude as determined by tem. It had to take on a direction such that
the slope of the deterministic terrain under the the gradient to be encountered would be within
vehicle. These random fluctuations are computed the specified tolerance limits. This is not
by entering a sequence of uniformly distributed necessarily s fatal flow since the rover yes
random numbers into a second-order low-pass able to select a trajectory either up or doom hill
digital filter whose damping ratio and undamped which would be satlsfaccory. _ut It did so at the
natural frequency are representative of the penalty of taking an unnecessarily long trajectory.
vehlclets dominant mode. The purpose of the
filter is to simulate the smoothing effect of rhe consequences of dynamic noise are far
the vehicle's suspension system. Roll and pitch more significant wlCh respect co rolling terrain
are treated separately, with different random situations than in the case of the flat terrain on
sequences. For example, using an unfiltered which a variety of boulder and crater obstacles
random sequence uniformly distributed over _ I0 are superimposed. This behavior is sho_m in Fig-
degrees resulted in filtered angles having a ure 6 in which the one-laser and the two-laser
standard deviation of _ 3.74 degrees and ex- systems are tested in a .3 meter amplitude, 6
Creme values of Z 9.0 in the pitch direction, meter priod sinusoidal terrain with noise due to
Hence, the excursions in the attitude of the vehicle dynamics equivalent to i0 ° in pitch and
mast and laser-detector combination are some- lO ° in roll. In order to compare the two alter-
what less than the unfiltered fluctuations which natives, the same seed was used to generate the
are assumed to exist at the wheel contact points, random numbers which serve as the basis for tel-
The standard deviation and the extreme values for culating the noise. Thus, both syqtems were
other levels of vehicle dynamic noise would be tested against the same exact sequence of dyna-
proportional to these for 10 degrees, mical ,,ntion. Both sfanulations failed to the ex-
tent that exC:eme meandering and confusion is
Also shown in Figure 4 are simulations in- observed. It cannot be concluded that the target
volving the two-laser system scheduled for imple- would not have been reached ultimately because the
mentatlon vlth noise levels of SO° and 15 ° in simulations were automatically terminated on the
both pitch and roll. The performance of the basis of a t_ane constraint. However, w_c is
system continues to be effective despite the high important to note in this comparison is that the
noise levels. However, It is clear that as the two-laser system had no observable superiority
noise level due to vehicular dynamics and terrain over the one laser system in the case of this
irregularities is increased, a point will be rolling terrain at thls level of dynamical noise.
reached eventually at which the effectiveness of Also shotm on Figure 6 is the performance of the
the path selection system will be degraded. This two laser system with vehicle dynamics noise re-
question has not been fully explored yet because duced to 5 ° in pitch. Although a meandering path
as will be described below noise effects are far was followed, the system would ultimetely lead the
more slgnlflcsnt in terrain situations involving rover Co the target.
surface undulations than on flat base terrains.
IO
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4. Shown £n Fleure 7 Ire the results of three 5° in pitch and 10° In roll vehicle dynamics
simulations all Involvlns a rollins terrain des- nolle closely parallels the path of the noiseless
cribed by a .25 meter amplitude, 6 meter period flaC terrain case. I¢ would appear that in thls
"" sinuso£dal surface. Two of the simulations com- case, the noise led Co I fortuitous selection of
pa:e the effectiveness v/_h which the one- and path.
"+ two-laser systems could deal with this rolling
terrain situation in the presence of 10° pitch, Other simulaCion_ not reported herein have
10° roll dynamical motion. Neither 8imul_tion been conducted which suggest ways in which the
proved to be particularly effective although the system could be modified Co deal more effective;y
" failure co reach the target is as•in 8 c_nsequence - tither with the discrete obstacle such as bould=
of term/maCing the simulation rather than a funds- - ere, craters, trenches ot with slope character-
u_nCal inability to achieve the target ultima_.ly..- iacics. The tendency to interpret passable slopes
Nevertheless, in the case of this level of dyn&- -- as impassable can be reduced increasing the cone
miual noise lC £s clear Chat the path selection of vision of the detector. However, the effect of
system is forcing the rover into very substantial _hie action i8 to increase the size of the post-
meandering and i8 therefore not considered effec- Cive or negative discrete hazard to be interpreted
t£ve for both the one- and L_ao-leser systems el- as passable. A decrease in the cone of vision of
though the latter appears stronger. However, the the detector will permit smaller dlscrece ob-
third simulation involving dynamical noise levels stacles to be detected but at the penalty of de-
of only 5° in pitch but with the 10° roll retain- fining lower acceptable slope thresholds. The
ed showed Chat the two-laser system was able to design parameters which have been selected as of
take a relatively direct route from the starting tht_ date represent what is believe_ to be the
point to the final destination. This suggests best compromise for the purpose of demonstr_ting
therefore that in the design of an autonomous and evaluating this kind of a system in hardware.
rover a significant impact on the effectiveness of
hazard detection and path selection systems can be As noted earlier, the problem of noise due
obtained by careful vehicular design which mini- to vehicle dynamics has the effect of biasing the
_izes the effect of dynamlcal nolse upon the sent- path selection decisions conservatively. The
ins devices. Another way of looking st the pitching or rolling motion of the vehicle provldes
si_ificance of these simulations is to note that false information which is interpreted as •
iC is the sum of the gradient8 represencatlve of vehicle hazard. It is also possible for the
the physical certain situation and of the noise dymamical noise to give a false indication that a
affects which determine how well the path selec- hazard is not present even though It really is.
Cion system will perform for a given vehicle. On The latter does noC prove Co be significant beo
the basis of the date at hand, iC can be concluded cause subsequent scans will disclose the exist-
that even with • 10° pitch noise due Co dynamical ence of a real hazard, even though it may be
mocion Chat there would be some rolling terrain overlooked on an individual scan. The reverse _s
either with reduced amvlitude and/or increased not true; when s path is deemed to be blocked be-
period which could be handled effectively by thls cause of the dynamical noise, the path selection
system. In effect, the consequence8 of the noise algorithm treats iC as being blocked and not only
associated with the dynamical motion i8 to reduce directs the vehicle otherwise but retains in its
the mobility of the vehicle by applyin_ • blas memory that thaC path is blocked. Consideraclon
required co offset the impact of noise, is being given co incorporating memory into the
terrain modeler and path selection algorlthm so
S_r£zed in Figure 8 are the results of as Co reduce the false identification of hazard-
three simulations in the absence of vehicle dyne- ous paths. Such 8 system should provide a basis
mice noise in which the boulder/crater field is for alleviating the type of erratic behavior
superimposed on the sinusoidal rollins Certain. sho_rn in Figures 6 and 7.
The combined Certain features are seen co pose a
more serious problem than for e_cher case saps- • The present path selection system has one
rarely. Case 1 involving the vehicle origin in a_ditional major fault to which attention _s be-
the upper right hand corner found the vehicle geC- ins dtre_:ed. Specifically, past researchers,
cing itself into an awkward position in which a Reference 11, have shown Chat a particular
considerable amount of maneuvering was required terrain feature may or may noc be a hazard de-
before a good trajectory tmaard the carp_ could pending upon the main terrain characteristics on
be defined. The discontinuities in pact, which are which the feature te located. Thus in the ulCi-
shown are a consequence of the simulation program mace. It will be necessary, co relate the state of
_hlch applies when the vehicle finds itself in an the Cerraln, as defined by the atCitude inform•-
impossible situation. The algorithm calls for the Cio_ proviged by the attitude gyroscope mounted
vehicle Co back up I mater. As far as the simula- on the vehicle to thq data being provided by the
_ion i8 concerned this backup Is instantaneous and hazard detection sen,ors. One possible solution
discontinuous. Case 2 involving en initiation is Co imple_ent a hi&her level triangulation-
. point in the upper left hand corner for a own- based system which involves elevation as veil as
lase_ system proceeded rather veil co the target azimuthal scanning of the laser and an increased
whereas the corresponding path for the on:-laeer number of detectors with emall(r cones or zones
system encountered difficulty near the target of vision. The effect of this type of a system
and a c_slderabte meandering before reaching the is of course to decrease the coarseness of the
" target. Also 8horn for comparison in Figure 8 is information. Provided that a sufficiently flne
the pith selection process for the boulder/crater mesh is obtained, pattern recognition techniques
fisld on a flaC plane. IC can be seen thac the can be used co obtain • much more detailed and
effect of the rolling terrain is Co deny Co the lnformCive impressio_ of the nature of the
"" vehicle the most direct route co the target. Certain in the path of the vehicle. The informs-
However. the final simulation shown involving a Cion gained in such a system could be tied to the
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vehicle •ttltude data through appropriate _the-
•_.tlcel rel•tlonshlps to provide • more sound AC_O_L[D(Z._
declslcm •a to whether the terrain feature Is or
is not • haeard for the vehicle's particular The authors acknowledge =r•tefutly thecritical contributions of _r. C. N. Ssndor and
.| his student research assistants who desisted and
constructed the rover and its •8sociste electro-
Alter_tively, one cou'.d consider u#iug the mechanical systems.basic system described herein but replicating it
i1 in sufficient number so that only one o_ the sys-tems would be operational at • given t'.me depend- The technical suldance and recommendatlons
Ins upon the vehicle's attitude. Thu,, Tee might provided over past years by Dr, C. Payne end
- Mr. B. Dobrotln of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
_ have • multi-unit system of the type delcribLd
herein with the central unit applyln_ to all "" at,d by Mr. P. Tarver of the Office of Lunar endsltuatlone iu which the vehlcle's attitude Is'not -- Planetary Studies of I_ASA are deeply appreciated,
far removed from horizontal, with the Immediately
adjacent two units applying when the vehicle's The authors also acknowledge the generous
• ] attitude Is slightly upwardly or downwardly in- and extended support of the Office of Lunar and
Planetary Studies of the National Aeronautics andL ¢llned, and with •dditlon•l adS•cent units apply- Sp_ce Ad_inlstratlon through Grant NGL 33-018-O91.Ins at greater end gre_ter attitudinal deviations
from horizontal. The number of such units wo,ld
-_ depend on the need for refined terrain information. REFERENCES
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Figure 2. The Rensselaer Rover in _cs Deployed
Configuration
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ABSTRACT _.ouldors, craters, and °ther obstz=!es.
ii Simu/ation for ;-" "+_...e...on of ebstac!es cn :-,rartla.n 0BJECT_'_D£ o
Terrain is achieved by a rapid astir,erich athene on
Varlan Data 620/i computer %-ith IDI!O_4 display. The obJect._ve is to eva!u_te the .terror-once ¢f the
Sufficient !nfor,m.atloncan be obtained to reco6ni:e obstacle detection s-_-_ on a =inico..-_.uter..This
the near and far edges of pyrs.mids, her/spherlcal paper simulates the Sonalkar-Shen 0bs_acie Detect-
craters cr _oulders, e.nd the combination thereof, ion Sche.-.eon the Vari-_n Data 629/i co,-p./'.er,r__k-
Ing use of Sher and Shah's display subr:utlnes for
._NTRODUCTICN parameter, tcp_ie'.-,and edge im--.-e_-splays,
.--.r.t-An autonomous rovlng v_h_c!e is to be sent to :"are The reason for this slmu!aticn is t'-'o-fold. ' -
for f_/ture ex?Icrztlon _A'. A laser ra.ngefinder ly, this en._.b!eseasy parameter chan__in_ "_ith light
having an accur%oy of ± !0 cen_.imeters, ";ill scan pen and teletype. To_v!e,;s of obstacles _--.d".he
an area ahead of the rov.-r. An obstacle detectlcn resultlnr edge !m_r.._.,-_can he seen and the diffe.--
scheme will therefore be needed to _rccess :hose ences observe_. Tr.e :peTe*tot ".'illthen chan_e the
range data to ohtaln com_!ete outlines of distlno: para.,netersa.cor:..,.,.;_":--"" a.n_r.;..:--_ the sim"_*_c_.
o_:ects. This nea.ns that the s!.-..u!_.tionC'--'. _.c _cne adaz:-
Ively.
One de_.ection scheme _,h_t has been developed by
Reed, Stu:yal _.ndShenl 2] :.cakesuse of the four- Second/z, :he _oss_:-;"...._'"7 o._ "_-?;e=en_.ing:h_._
directional Laplacis.n method. This scheme works scheme cn a small computer such as :he '/arian 2z:a
vel! in detecting top edge of a boulder and near must be ascertained,
edge of a crater bu*.it fails to detec_ the bottom
edge of a boulder and the .'__r-._--.._-of a crater. _._^_._Ior_'"_"-. 0._:S"AC'"_,.. -- _EUECTIC::
The scheme can only de_ec_ large J,_ps in r_.nges,
bu_ not lar6e J'*'._.-S in slopes. The ranr,e data arc _i': -v :he nacri:¢ R "pith --he
following elements :
.'_.e above schene "-'assim.ulated cn both the .'BH _60/
67 ccm.c,uter and :he 7ari_.n Za:a _20/i co,-..;u_erby
$her em.d _:hen[_] _ both ¢o.*:_uters -.he - _ -
.... , r_'._. ['r_ " " . r n ...... r_.
data "_ere generated by a searching sober.- ,n_ ".hen ....
Gaussi_ noise -'as added to the r_nre data to sim- , , - .... r .
ulate the actual razes. _n :he simulation ' "'- .... rm-!,l "m-i,2' m--,-
Varla.n Da_a computer, an -_D_IO?!graphic csthod-ray ....... - .....
_ube ".'asample.red to dis.=ia'.,"the ;ar__-eters, the ?.= ' "i+l,J
topv!e'_ Of cbstac!e layout and the results for ........ r, , ......
edge image. A ....__,:_'._en "_as also _ed by the _^-..--- _
ator to in=errupt the dis_i,-7 and to chang-, the ....
, .... ri.i, j .....
parar.eters, : i
ri! , , . ri2 ...... rln. (1)
Ano.he. c.s.a..e d..e ....n s_,.e....as ..ze.o..e.._
R. Y. Sonalkar and C, N, S:_tn[hl vhich uses a
'_ " " is the r_n'. _-__tafor the t_rr.in "he
Ravid rstl.'Atlcn $cheme,a,o_{?.-.S.) in conjunction ".'here"iJ " _" " _ 'vlth _(mlman Filter. in the slmula:Ion on the ._._H
.re.', .h. Cr=u.'._., .'7.,e'.:-360/67co_u=er, :heir scheme ;'as shC'.,'nto york leng-.h of *.helaser _e-_,-."
s m
ex=rem.ely :'ell in detecting cc.-_lete edges of _..Icesi and J indicate the location in the _ncl.
of clara'.ion, _'i'and azi,-,u:hL'.glo, .,", T:.ee
,, , iS ""Research s.=¢nsored by .,AS^ Grant, ,,_-'_-,_L,.._ c.ua2.tlt7r.., :he su-,., the actual dis'.ance he-
t'.'eenthe :_.L'.sritter and =he ;oln: cn :he Crcu_-.d
,e .'-r:fes=-cr--ic=tric_!'_.cys:e.-.s-ngineerlng -'e.=:.
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I and the Gaussie.n noise due to the Inacet_a¢}- of method, the (x,y) coordinates of the point where
,the laser rangeflnder. Hence the beam hits the terrain is determined. If the
rlj • dij + vlj (2) heig.ht of this point is :* and the height of the
I rangeflnder is D, then the true range reading dlj,IThe range matrix R is processed both alon_ all is given by
,columns end across all rows. When processed vert- dlj=(D-z*)/sin(_ i) (i0)
Ically up a col'A-.n,it is expected to detect Jumps .';orethat if the beam does not hit any obstacle,
T ,in both range and in slope, a two-dlmensiSnal me=0 and
state vector is defined. ".'hefirst :omponent is dlj=D/sin8 i (ii)
the ramie dI and the second is the difference in - -
successive range data gi(slc;e) whore -- - These are illustrated in Figures 2 e._.d 3.
81 = dA+l-dl --_3) "--- C%PACITY CF YJ,CEINE
The quantities g., d. ,B are iilus:rated in FiL'ure
I, O is illustra;ed _n ri rue 2 '/Te com-Autlng m_ohlne used a.n "his simulation is
" " " g " " the Varia.n Data 620/i. The moro_t of this computer
when expended, is a limiting 32767 words, or rough-
_ Along a columm, the J index is held constant. Tee ly 32K. The operating system use _. in this comput-
state equation is given as follows by omitting the er takes up about hK. Hence the available mero_"
index J. is only 28_. For comparison, the memories re-
Xi+l'Fixi+wi+B tt_ _ik (_) quired by the various programs -.retabulated cn
: The measurement model is: Table i.
Sonalkar Sher- Leung-
ri+1 _ H xi+ 1 + vi  !(5) Shen on Shen on Shen on
IBM 360/67 Varian Varian
xl= ; Fi: ; H=[I 0] Rapid Estimation Scheme 8Kh-d rectlonal "_/0Displ_4/ 22K
gi 0 _i h-directional w/ Display 2_K
I:] (6) R.E.S. w/Display by combin-B= ; uk=JUm p in gk due to an edge InK Sonalkar and Sher 3_K
.... R.E.S. v/Display after
It can be shorn that for a flat plane, Improvement 27.5K
i _AB ten 8.
TABLE i
fl : I-2A8 COZ Si (7) The ._.!emoz':.."Requirements of Various Progr_--._#
Also II for i : k
61k 10 for i @ k (8) TECrZ.;!QUES5_ED IN _n.......
which is a Kroene_.ker delta function. The orlgina.l Sonzlkar-Shen program that siru!ates
the Rapid Estimation Scheme was ".'mittenin Foeman
Vectors :'i and v: represent plant and measurement suitable for the IBM computer, :'hich h_ a great
noise respectively, The cuantity vi accounts for
the de'riaticn of the model from the actual state deal of convenient features no_ rotund in the Vari__n
prmgr_, on the "Jar-equation, the _ua.ntity v. accounts for error in computer, In order to run this _ -_
the ran_efindsr, _ Jan machine, those _.cnvenient features must be
changed to sts.ndard FCRTPA:;.
RA_IGE DATA A_ID _I0_S_ GEt.RATIO':
" After the t:-oprograms are made ccmpatib!e, the
The surface of each obstacle within the sc._.nned four-directiznal Lap!.o.ciancbs'.acle detectzcz p_r-_
area is described by its o_'n geometric e_uation in the Sher-Shen pro_re.m is taken o'.'t,and .he
Sonalkar-Shen program, i.e., The Ra_id Estimation
f(x,y,z) • 0 (9) Scheme, is put in.
If the point on the ground right underneath the
laser mast _ *.'_ _.,'-<..nas the or:rim, then a level Each of the t'.'ooriginal progr_.ns is ;'e_J Icng by
plane with no obstacle is described by z:0. itself. A_er they ere ccnblned, :he res'_!ta.nt
"_ progre..nis too long and requires zoo zuzz me,"._r:.,',
To dete.-:..inethe ra.n_.ereadin_ with azimuth an_le 3hK, Hence it must be ir_.:'ovedh"/ reusi.-.gsor.e
and anf.le of _ "_ '_ "' • " ,-_.o"e.eva..on _,, _,,',at'znea laser beam memory spaces after the n,Anbers that are s_..: in
@a_- these angles, .',eheigh£ H _..nd(x,y) cocrdin- these spaces are used, .That is to say, two cr _:re
ares of a point cn -.....be,am a small distance away v_riables share the s_.tememory sp_.ce because -'-:v.
._rom the laser rang: Inder is :alou/_ted and this are stored in that space at different zon-overi=_;p-
._ height is compared with the height z of the terrain In_ instar.ces of ti_e during the executi:n, ".his
with the st-.- (x,y) coordinates. If H is greater only ac:cu.n:_ for a .....ema_ _ a_,ouuntof mezcc/ sa:'ed,
than z, then H of the point one increment do','nthe The major reduction '*nthe memo._.... _ _- "* '- , .e.t.J.r...e.., IS
beam is calculated and compared with z of the achieved by stc:-_n_ the noiseless r_nre ratrlx end
correspcndlnc (x,y). Tne procedure is re_eated noi3l, ramie m_trix in :he s_.me memory s_aces.
until z is ;,rester than R. Using a blsecticn Moreover, the spaces set aside for the noise r..a:rlx
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i in the is eliminated. Hence the detected because the obstacle is %oo close to the
original progr_um
noise iS added to the noiseless ra.nce rea_in_ as St L.R.F. cundhence the signal-to-noise ratio (S.N_,)
is generated end the resultin,',noisy ranre rending is small with 5 cm. noise standard deviation. In
is put back in the s_u_espace, therefore erasing case No. 2, the noise stLndard derivation is in-
I the noiseless re%dlnc. Here memory savinr, does not creased to ]0 cm, and ever/thing else is the se.-.ocome at no expense becaus_ the n iseless anre as in case No. i.
matrix and noise matrix can be retrieved as two
separated matrices from the noisy range matrix. In Figure 5, ease :;o. 3, the com_Jletc cd_e of the
I boulder at 20 m. from L.R.F. is detected for noisePROCEDURE OF SI_LATIO:_ wit}, _tandard deviation equal to 5 cm. in case
No.4 and case No. 5, the simulation is repeated
The IDIIOM disp!PC's three sep,_rntc pictures, the _ for ca.,e No. 3, except that the noi'e standard
] specification, the top v-lawof the lag'out _nd _.he - de,darien is nov I0 era.and 20 cm. respectively.edge enhancement. If no interruption occurs i_ -- The performance is very good. In Figure 6, casethe dlspla_" process, the Varian 620/i :'ill use the No. 6, the complete edge of a 1 m. radius hemis-
initi_l pare.meters for all calculations. The lirht 1_nerica] boulder at 30 m. from L.R.F. with a noise
"+ pen is used to interrupt the _rocessin_ by pointing standard deviation of 5 cm. is detected. "_e edge
at the parameter ".hat one desires to change. The enhancement result is better than that of the sa.me
new value of this pars-meter is entered through the boulder with the sa._e noise at 20 m. from L.R.F.
teletype. Th.e Varian 620/i will then use the new In case No. 7, the noise stemdard clevis:ion C., isi
data and continue the processin,_. The picture on increased to 20 cm. In this case, the bo:t=m edge
• _' defined.
displa,v can be replaced by _.'.otherpicture by is not so _e._ Case number o is
pointing the light pen at the appropriate character, a hem/spherlc,_ crater with 1.5 m. radius at 12 m.
from the rover, "pith _.. ecual to 5 ore. Th.e far
n,es 6" _, _ em_ a nand near ed_ of .n. _ra .... r. _etected b'at sons
The inputs to the computer are the dimensions and
locations of the obstacles (the dimensions of the noisy edges are picked up in the backgrctund.
obstacles not used ";ill be zero), the height and Figure 7, case No. 8, is a.nequilateral pyramid oflocation of the laser ranrefinler, the max_muun and
minimum azimuth anrles, the maxlmtum _nd minimtum hei£h_ ! m. at 20 m. from the rover,, with C..__equal
angles of elev%tion, and the standard deviation of to 5 cm. and 1_ era.res_ecti,:e!y. Here R.n.S.
does not work :co "-'ell. The top of the pyrs.-.!d
the Gaussian noise used. The above input pard.meters
have initial values as specified in Figure h(a). gets truncated.
They can be chanced through the use of the light
pen and the teletype. Case :Io.I0 (Fig. 8) and case No. I! resuective!y
are multiple obstacles having a her-:spher:cal
boulder, a hemispherical crater, an._ a pyramid
With the input par_.-.eters,the program then displ_,'s -'ith their sizes _'d locations shown in the tc-_vi__:"
the top view of the obstacle _e'--_t on the !DIlC::. " "
- " '_ and par_.-.eterdisplays. The o.. in case ';0.!O s.-.d
When the display is interru:ted by the liz,ht pen, II are _ c-. and !0 cm. respeci"-vc!y. Cczp!ete
the program the,-,ca!c'_!ates the range data using edges of all three obstacles are _'- " _._.=cue. for the
Eq.'s (i0) and (I!). case with a smaller c.r. For the case with a lar_er
_. , the far edge of the crater and the bc'_tcr,edge
With the noisy range data -_ndthe noise covarisunce, o'_the pyra.-id are not detected.the program processes the range data to detect the
complete edges of the obstacles, usin; the Rapid CO:;CLU_ICN
Estimation Saber.o, i.e., E_'.'s (!) thr:u_h (8).
_. Eleven cases are simulated. The v_.!ues of the in-
it csunbe conci'/ded that the Papid Estimation
mputs for each case _re sho'.m in Table 2
Scheme works very -'ell in dctectin_ corple=e edges
NI2._RiCAL RZSblTS ;CID:ISCUSSIC'; of obs:acles if the obstacles are far enough from
the la._er rangeflnder (> about "-5meters:' and the
noise st_.ndard de'ziatlcn is not :co large _<abcu"
_4 mmEleven cases very simulated. Each case is a -._.er- 10 ¢m. This scheme -_- "'_s_... detect too o_- :f
ant combination of obs:acle sizes, Ices%ions, and
boulder and near edge of ora_er if tie :bstacle_
noise pars.meters. Scme have single obstacle and
are too close and noise standard dc-,i._._!cn_s iarg-
some have multiple obstacles. For each ease, the
er than !O cm. Therefore, the mapld Estimation
" parameters, top;-iev, and ed;e enhancement are dis-
Scheme is equ%va!ent to or be:tar than "_- four-
played. The values of differcr.t parameters are ....
sheba in the par_.reter dise!ay. The layouts of the =_rectional iaplacian scheme in ;erform_r.ce. Hov-
erer, the former s=heme needs slirhtly .-ore tempo;-
obstacles are sh:-_ in the t:pview displays and the scion th_.nthe latter. Therefore, tr.e.=.E.S. ex-
- edge enhancement res"_lts, i.e., the edge. images, tracts more info.-.--.ation.ram"the noisy range matrzx
are sho',-nin the edge enhancement displays. Tr.e if the slirht!y larger n,Amber of e=mputaticn is
pars.meters are chosen to illustrate the effects of a!lo'aable.
the change of noise ceramic.nee, obstacle sizes, and
the distance bet:'een ohstac!es _.ndlaser for use in _-E:'ZR_;C?.S
the Rapid rstimatlcn Scheme. Some of these _ ",,-e.e I...
cases are sho-,'nin Figures b-10. i. Jet Propulsion "._-_tc_,....";_=.r-:_i=rator7 .'n-
vestigation of a !eT_ _"arsRcvlng Venlc!e :.'iss-
_on , _PL Reports, 1.o70.
"" In Fig'Are h(c), case rIo.!, only the top edge of
_he i meter radius he-_spher!c'_i b_.'_Iderat !0 2. M. Reed, ?. Sanyal _nd C.:'.Shen, "A ?ractlcal
meters from the laser ran_efinder (L,R.F.) can be Obstacle Detection System .or"the "are Rover",
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]
- "Prooeedln_sof£_.eml',a,_e,S_o,i=o,Auto-"_.-P_S=_ _d C".Shen,"Ba_esDoclslo._Ru!e
matlc Control, M_r. 1975, M11",aukee, Wis. - for Rapid Detection and Ad-__tlve Estlmnticn
-d 3, J. S. Sher and C'N'Shen, "Simulatlon of 'l_e Scheme "#Ith Spruce ApFlleat!ons" , IEF.v Transsct-
Range Data and The Picture Enhancement Scheme ions cn Automatic Control Vol. At-15, NO. 3,
For The _4ars Rover", 1975 Computer Science Con- June 197h, pp 228-231.
__ ference, University of V.aryl_.nd. " 6. R.V.Sonalkar and C.N.Shen, "Rapld Estir'atlen
h. R.V.Sonalkar and C.N.Shen, ".VarsObstacle De- and Detection Scheme for Unkno'._ Discretlzed
" teetlon By Rapld Estimation Scheme From "Ioisy Rectangular Inputs", IEEE Transactions on Auto-
Laser RanF,eflnder Readlnr.-_",Proceedf'6:s of the _atie Control, Vol. AC-20, No.l, Feb. 1975.
- )_il'_au.keeSy.-posium on Autcmatic Control, March. - I
!
19_5, Nilvaul,ee, Wis. pp 291-296. _ -- I
TABLE2 Val,ae$c: _put Pars.-eter$
Loca*.io-(x,::)in We_crs in '.'::'.r_ i, ve:_rs A.ncle in Dec_rees =e_".a- o%.
OM' Of of Of ir_n&'.- F._x. ,vln. "Y,x. I 'v_n" :IOnnolse_f Inn
PTr_-Id _ould:r Crater finder _j,rar-'d Bou/_er Crater A:!nuth Azlruth Elev_tionlElevatlenin on. F:g.
•• .' [ .... -
1 (-i,0) (O,:0) (1,0) 3.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 7.0 -T.0 19.6 I0.0 5.0 k
:, (-1,o) (o,zo) (:_,o) 3.0 o.o 1.o o.o 7.0 -T.O I.a.6 '-O.C _.O.'., =.s.
3 (-1,0) (0,2o) (i,o) 3.0 0.o 1.0 o.o _.o -'_.o 9.0 _.o _.o 5
_ (-I,0) (0,20) (I,0) 3.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 k.o -h.o 9.0 _.0 1o.0 n.,.
-" _ (-I,0) (0,20) el,o) 3.0 O.0 1.0 0.0 _.0 -'_.0 9.0 _.0 20.0 =".
' 6 (-1,o) (o,3o) (l,o) 3.0 0.o 1.0 'I 0.o 3.0 -3.o 6.6 3.0 :.o 6
7 (-1,o) (o,3o) (!,o) 3.0 o.o 1.o o.o 3.0 -3.o 6.6 3.0 ;o.c ,-'.
! 8 (o,2o) (-1,0) (_,0) 3.0 L0 0.0 0.0 _.3 -u.3 9.0 _.0 _.0 T
i 9 (I,16) (-l,IS) (0,12) 2.0 o.o 0.0 1.5 7._ -7.5 11.3 _.3 5.0 n.s.
i( (i,!6) (-I,I_) (0,12) 2.0 1.0 !.0 I._ 7.5 -T._ 11.3 2.3 5.0 @
I_ (i,16) (-1,!_} (0,12] 2.0 1.0 l.O I._ 7.5 -7._ 11.3 _.3 10.0 n.s.
n,S, .--.es.ns _Ot ShOWT
Figure 2-.Rangeflnder Sc_nnlng Schere
_< <, ......./ _,./. i
Fi&nAre ! - Side Vie'."of ._,=ver !>_,_,., I
end Terraln , I
"" & _ m • $ !
Figure 3- Side View of the Plane
vith @m 0°
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